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CADAVIZ
A Virtual 3D Dissection Table 



Bringing Excellence in 
Human Anatomy Education



Current Challenges in 
Human Anatomy Education with Cadaver

Shortages of cadavers worldwide

Limited time to practice on cadavers 

Triggers emotional trauma and a�ects mental health

Foul smell of cadavers makes the environment unpleasant 

Inability to visualise anatomical structures properly 

Increasing costs of procuring cadavers



The Solution – Cadaviz 

Cadaviz is a 3D virtual cadaver dissection table that allows users to dissect the 
cadaver virtually and visualize every structure of the body's anatomy in great 
detail. The users can visualize the human anatomy as they would on a fresh 
cadaver.
 
It allows medical students to explore virtually full-sized human bodies in a way 
once only accessible through traditional cadaver dissection. You can use your 
finger like a scalpel to perform dissection in any direction and depth to reveal 
anatomical features in vivid detail.

Designed for:

CADAVIZ

Medical Colleges DoctorsMedical Students



Features 

Complete Anatomy
Learn about each part 
of the body in detail 

Physiology Study 
Learn how cells, tissues, 
and organisms function

Realistic Dissection  
Peel o� layers to know 
the underlying structure

Learning-focussed 
Loaded with quizzes and 
practicals to enhance learning

Simplified Learning 
Step-by-step instructions are 
given to perform dissection

Better Outcome
Improve learning outcomes
with better engagement

Curriculum-based 
Fine-tuned to match the 
medical syllabus

Closer Look  
Zoom-in/Zoom-out a structure 
to get better clarity

Highly Interactive 
Rotate organs at di�erent 
angles with touch of a finger

Immersive Visualization 
360* visualization makes 
the learning immersive



Benefits

Better concept 
clarity

Engaging to 
learn

Perform dissection 
at any depth 

No limitation on 
virtual dissections 

No psychological 
trauma while 

performing dissection  

Powerful tool for skills
 lab

Free of decomposition 
as happens in a real cadaver 

Visualize human organs 
in 3D high-definition 

Boost your institute's 
standards

Peel away layer by 
layer down to the 

skeleton

Multiple simultaneous 
dissections possible 

(80 touchpoints)

Better knowledge 
retention



Technical Specifications 

*DISCLAIMER - THE PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AND DATA ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE TO IMPROVE RELIABILITY, FUNCTION OR DESIGN OR OTHERWISE

Display/Screen

89’’ long ultra wide multi-touch screen 

Full body visualization in high definition display with multi-touch 
interactivity

The contiguous dual 4K UHD display provides a unique 7680 x 2160 pixel 
surface

Continuous ultra-clear, low-iron, 5mm tempered glass surface

500 nit (cd/m2) luminance

Multiple & simultaneous touch points (80 touch points)

±7 ms touch response time

Intel 11th Gen Core i7 or i9 processor
16GB GDDR5 NVIDIA graphics card
500GB NVMe M.2 SSD with upgradable storage options
32GB 2666MHz DDR4 RAM

Cadaviz table v1.0
Full 360 degree volumetric visualization
Realistic dissection process with interactive cutting and segmentation
Physiology pathway visualization with animations
Annotations and quiz mode
Reveal and navigate layer-by-layer structure

Real human anatomy
Full body male and female cadavers visualization
Student focused learning activities with cases and quizzes
Regional scans
Physiology and histology details

Length: 89” (226 cm)
Height: 33.6” (85 cm)
Width: 27” (69 cm)

~380 lbs (209 kg)

 Internal

Universal 110-240V power system

32°F to 104°F (0°C to 40°C)

10~80%

 RJ45

Touch Interactivity

Computer Hardware

Software

Learning Contents

Product Dimensions

Weight

Power Type

Power Supply

Operating Temperature

Humidity

Network



Testimonials

I am impressed with the Cadaviz system 
and appreciate the team working on this. 
Cadaviz is really a good tool for students to 
learn anatomy. In fact, students can learn 
layer by layer the parts of the human body 
in an interesting way, and that is very inter-
esting. It is really an excellent product.

Dr. Arshad Pathan 
HOD – Anatomy 

Azam Campus - Pune

I am deeply interested in exploring this 
great innovation made in India and excited 
to teach human anatomy in a better way.

Dr. Phathokuhle Zondi
Clinical Lead – Unu Health 

Durban - South Africa



CADAVIZ

Let’s Join Hands to Bring a Revolution in 
Human Anatomy Education. 

Waiting to hear from you!

Contact Us  

Immersivevision Technology Pvt Ltd
Survey No. 152-4/1A, Near Hinjewadi Hospital,
Hinjewadi Phase-1, Pune, Maharashtra 411057


